Chevelle colors

It should be noted up front that there are no known numbers for any particular color for a
particular series or body style whether it be a solid color or two tone. There are also no known
numbers for the different colors of convertible or vinyl tops. So just how many red or any color
SS or SS sport coupes or any other series were built is not known and cannot even be
calculated. There are a known number of Special Order and prime only Chevelles but no
numbers for any special order paint colors by color, series, or body style. Total production
figures are not known for the entire year. While not exclusive to , special order colors seem to
be more common with this year. All numbers in parenthesis were followed simply by 'AA'. The
charcoal gray on SS wheels can be duplicated with the following formula. As seen here, the Van
Nuys example puts the DuPont mixing formula on the trim tag itself where Atlanta, Baltimore
and Kansas City tended to simply put two dashes - - in the paint code position on the trim tag. If
the car included a vinyl or convertible top then one dash or the DuPont mixing code would
appear followed by the normal letter designation for the top such as "- A. A "Special Paint"
optioned Chevelle trim tag may have a dash character, a blank space, the DuPont mixing
formula, or even the paint code for the non-Chevelle make on the trim tag. It might depend on
the standard operating procedure for a given plant on how the paint code on the trim tag was
handled. For example, the Oldsmobile has a comparable Daytona Yellow paint code 51 and
Oldsmobile sales name of Sebring Yellow and at least one Arlington Chevelle has this paint
code on the trim tag. It needs to be pointed out that there is no known breakdown of color and
specific series or body style, numbers are for all Chevelles including convertibles where they
would have a convertible top, sport coupes, sport sedans and sedan pickups where they might
have a vinyl top. Colors are listed total number of sales from most to least. Two-tone
combinations are listed separately. And, again, figures are only available through March of and
do not reflect the entire production run. Production on the paint code chart, it's unknown if
these additional colors were available on Chevelles as well. Several Canadian colors were
identical to U. Paint color names often differ from the advertised Sales Name. A given paint
color for a year may have a different sales name for Chevrolet than it does for say Buick,
Oldsmobile, or Pontiac. There are over pages and images on this website. If you think there is
something in error, please note the exact page by its address in your browser's window when
reporting it. Home Misc. If you have information to the contrary, please contact me. It should be
noted the double-letter codes below are ordering codes. Where applicable on the Fisher Body
number plate a single letter is used. Color vs. Sales Name Paint color names often differ from
the advertised Sales Name. Numbers shown for each paint supplier is the OEM paint number.
These are part numbers for the original lacquer-based paint and may not be available today as
lacquer has gone out of favor. Be aware that the color representation here is approximation at
best. Lighting can cause colors to appear darker or lighter than they actually are and colors
should not be taken literally - except for black and white. Convertible Frame The colors listed
here are relatively generic and the actual paint color numbers are not known. If anyone has
more specific information on the color s of the convertible frame, please email me with your
information. Fawn with any exterior color. As usual, numbers from one GM source never seems
to match up with another. Single color paint total , units while two-tone paint accounts for 13,
units and special at 2, units. This results in a total of , Chevelles painted. Other GM reports
indicate that , Chevelles were produced. It would appear that the remaining 5 Chevelles
produced were never painted - and that is a bad assumption. Paint color breakdown in matrix
form. This number was replaced many years ago by Haartz A this number was discontinued 10
years ago. She was very knowledgeable and quick to be helpful. Paint chart from dealer
showroom album. Several other Canadian colors were identical to U. Unassembled sheet metal
parts follow the same process. Lower areas considered especially vulnerable are coated with
another rust inhibiting compound. The parts are mechanically dipped or flow-coated to insure
coating in all seams and secluded areas and baked at degrees F. A coat of sealer is then applied
by hand spray to all surfaces requiring another coat of lacquer. Then a gray primer-surfacer
coat is hand sprayed on all outside surfaces of the body and oven baked for 45 minutes at
degrees F. This ensures a smooth surface for the lacquer finish. Sanded areas are wiped to
insure a clean surface before final baking. Reheating the lacquer after final sanding permits
paint film to soften, allowing surface blemishes and sanding scratches to disappear during the
thermo-reflow process. When required, light "slush" polishing brings painted surfaces to a high
luster finish. Wax is applied to all horizontal surfaces of each vehicle and polished out for
protection during shipment. The wax contains no silicones, thus eliminating any paint
contamination problem. The paint 'break' between exterior and interior color is the weather-strip
on the doors. The top of the dash and windshield pillar should be "0" gloss paint. See Paint
Process at the bottom of the page. Interior Paint The paint 'break' between exterior and interior
color is the weather-strip on the doors. All Rights Reserved. Two-Tone - Not available on the

Concours station wagon. If you are looking for a genuine Chevelle SS and don't want to be
fooled by SS details installed on a regular Chevelle, identify it by matching different ID numbers.
The SS Super Sport option package consisted of special trim options and a specific engine
set-up. As these options can be counterfeited, cross-referencing the engine ID number, the trim
tag and various visuals is necessary to identify the real thing. Some numbers can be decoded
immediately, while others need to be checked against a Chevrolet part number listing. Identify
the Chevelle by using visual methods. These codes must appear on the trim or "cowl" tag to be
genuine. The trim tag itself must also be genuine. Locate the trim cowl tag located on the
firewall directly behind the brake master cylinder. This tag will give you the trim, or styling
specifics of the vehicle. Since this tag can be removed, or replaced with a false one, further
identification is needed. A genuine SS Chevelle will have "69" in the top left corner for the year
and next to the paint heading, either code "72 or " Match this number with the VIN number
located on the trim tag: both must match. Inspect the car for other SS identification. Identify the
engine ID number located on the front of the engine block above the timing chain cover. It will
be seven to eight digits long, both numbers and letters. According to Nasty Z28s engine code
listing, the last two letters on this code must be "JD" for it to be a horsepower c. A native of
New Haven, Conn. After working as a reporter in Oregon, he is now based back home in New
Haven. Step 1 Identify the Chevelle by using visual methods. Step 2 Locate the trim cowl tag
located on the firewall directly behind the brake master cylinder. Step 4 Inspect the car for other
SS identification. When all of these items are positively identified, you are likely looking at a
genuine SS Chevelle. This program allowed dealers to order equipment that was not usually
available such as special paint, special engines, etc. These Chevelles had engines installed at
the factory. These models are rare and are the only exception to the c. According to Team
Chevelle, the VIN number in is useless as an identification tool because there are no specifics
designating a SS. It is used here to match with the trim tag VIN in a process of elimination.
Using all these techniques are necessary for positive identification. They were built just three
weeks apart in June at GM's Baltimore assembly plant and delivered to the same dealer
northeast of Cleveland. Grady has owned this Chevelle since April , back when he was looking
for one like the car he drove in high school, a red SS The 28,mile time capsule had its original
drivetrain intact: L72 V-8, M22 four-speed transmission, and KQ-code bolt Posi rearend. The
original distributor was in a box in the trunk, and headers had been installed in place of the
original exhaust manifolds. Grady wanted the Chevelle back in its stock appearance, so he
remounted the original distributor and put factory exhaust manifolds back on with a correct
smog system. At some point the "Chevelle by Chevrolet" badges on the car's header panel and
trunk had been removed, the holes brazed over, and the panels repainted. Editor's note: We
would like to extend a special thank you to the helpful and friendly staff at the Medina Municipal
Airport and Flight Services of Medina for their kind assistance with our photography location.
Factory paperwork that Grady Burch has collected over the years outlines what was included in
Chevrolet's Central Office Production Order equipment packages for Chevelles. The basic
COPO package included the L72 engine assembly, oil pan, clutch housing and fork, exhaust
manifolds, radiator, and radiator grille, as well as the Chevelle-specific KQ-code rearend
assembly, which shared its internals heat-treated ring-and-pinion, 4. Double-letter suffixes to
the code indicated variations on the theme; AA, for example, denoted a COPO Chevelle with a
four-speed manual transmission M20, M21, or M22 and Positraction, while BA called for the M40
three-speed automatic with the Posi rearend. Those would be wrapped around inch Rally
wheels. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Changes were not huge from the previous model year Chevelle in terms of basic body design,
but the Chevelle received a new grille, new tail lamps, exterior touches, and interior. In addition
to numerous trims, body style included 2 door sport coupes, 2 door sedans, 2 door
convertibles, 4 door sedans, 2 door wagons, or 4 door wagons. Buyers also had the option of
numerous exterior colors and color combinations. If those choices were not enough, the buyer
could have also opted for a two-tone paint scheme. Convertible tops were available in white,
black, or beige and vinyl tops were only available in black. Another convenient option for the
model year was air conditioning, as well as the choice of radio. Interiors were available in a
variety of Madrid grain vinyl colors. Base power was had by one of two available six-cylinder.
Buyers who wanted more power could opt for a V A mere Chevelles hardtops and 1 convertible
were equipped with the super rare Z16 option which called for a cubic inch big block engine
cranking out a monstrous horsepower. These Chevelles also featured highly modified
suspensions, power-assisted steering, and anti-roll bars in the front and rear, and stronger
convertible type frames. Manual transmissions were either 3 speeds or 4 speeds and the only
available automatic transmission was the 2 speed Powerglide. This Camaro has gone on. See
what our customers say about us! Save at SS Click here to view our promotions! The muscle

car craze had started to catch on when Chevrolet introduced the Chevelle. Feeling pressure
from the Pontiac GTO, Chevrolet decided to step up its offerings with minor appearance
changes inside and out. Unfortunately, Chevrolet yet again found itself chasing Pontiac,
Oldsmobile, and even Buick in midsize-performance for most of the model year. Interiors for the
model year came standard with bucket seats and a center console but customers also had the
choice of an optional bench seat or a luxurious power driverside seat. To complement the wide
variety of available colors were the available drive train combinations that could be opted for on
the Chevelle. About , Chevelles were produced. Like Us On Facebook. Follow Us On Instagram.
Follow us On Twitter. Join Our Newsletter. Learn More. Get Yours. Submit your car to be
featured today! Submit Today! Follow Us On Social. February 15, February 17, Have a question?
Ask one of our knowledgeable Reps! Talk With An Expert. Shop By Car. Free Catalog. Popular
Links. Don't Wait Last Minute! Start Browsing. Paint Code. Sales Name. Production Numbers.
Tuxedo Black. Ermine White. Mist Blue. Danube Blue. Willow Green. Cypress Green. Artesian
Turquoise. Tahitian Turquoise. Madeira Maroon. Evening Orchid. Regal Red. Sierra Tan. Cameo
Beige. Glacier Gray. Crocus Yellow. Color Name. Dark Blue. Dark Fawn. Medium Green. Dark
Turquoise. Dark Slate. Dark Saddle. Dark Green. Dark Red. Medium Blue. Light Fawn. Medium
Saddle. Medium Fawn. Medium Slate. Medium Turquoise. Medium Red. Hi-Thrift Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Fire Carb BBL. Horsepower RPM. Torque RPM. Available Transmissions. RPO Code. Soft
Ray Tinted Glass All. Soft Ray Tinted Glass Windshield only. Window Electric Control except
Tail Gate Window Electric Control. Front Seat Electric Control 4-way. Electric Control Drivers
Bucket Seat. Front Seat Belt With Retractors. Seat Belt Deletion. Instrument Panel Pad. Folding
Top Power Lift. Black Vinyl Roof Cover. Rear Window Defroster and Defogger. Rear Window
Deflector. Air Conditioning - All Weather. Heavy Duty Front and Rear Suspension. Air Booster
Rear S
1983 jaguar xj6 for sale
2008 dodge avenger parts catalog
2007 ford focus engine
hock Absorber. Rear Axle - 3. Rear Axle - Positraction. Vacuum Power Brakes. Metallic Brake
Facing. Fan Drive, Temperature Controlled. Closed Engine Positive Ventilation. Transistorized
Ignition. Generator - Delcotron. V8 Engine - Cu. Available March Available June Heavy Duty
Clutch. Transmission Overdrive. Powerglide Transmission L6. Powerglide Transmission V8.
Transmission Oil Cooler Discontinued Dec Dual Exhaust. Steering Wheel - Tilt Type. Steering
Wheel - Wood Grained Plastic. Hydraulic Steering. Wheel Trim Cover. Simulated Wire Wheel
Trim Cover. Heavy Duty Battery. Low Note Horn. Radio - Manual. Radio - Push Button. Manual
Rear Antenna. Auxiliary Speaker. Heavy Duty Radiator. Front Bumper Guard. Rear Bumper
Guard. Roof Luggage Carrier. Inside Mirror. Standard Outside Mirror. Back-Up Lights. Glove
Box Lamp. Heavy Duty Chassis Equipment. Trim - Bucket Seats. Trim - Vinyl Coated. Color
Combination - Two Tone. Ron and Lynn Cantwell's Chevelle. Andrew's Chevelle. Jeff Buck's
Chevelle.

